
PAC General Meeting - Minutes 
 

November 25, 2020 

ATTENDEES 
C C, Virginia Calvo, Eli, Jensen Edwards, Robin Holm, Julia Kutlubay, Stephanie LeComte, Gloria Lin, 

Melanie Miao, Cindy Nairne, Tania Pan, Kate Pratt, Lisa Romero, Michelle Ross, Sydney Smith, Robin 

Turnill, Sarah Yassami, Tara Zielinski 

1. WELCOME AND CALL TO ORDER (Monique S.) 
Meeting was called to order at 9:33 am by Monique S. She thanked everyone for joining the PAC Zoom 

meeting and mentioned that Robin Holm and Jensen Edwards from Canadian Parents for French (CPF) BC 

and Yukon division would be speaking at 10:15 am. 

2. APPROVAL OF AGENDA (Monique S.) 
1st Cindy N., 2nd Sydney S. approved. 

3. APPROVAL OF MINUTES OF October 14, 2020 Meeting (Monique S.) 
1st Sara Y., 2nd Virginia C. approved. 

4. BUSINESS ARISING FROM MINUTES (Monique S.) 
 None at this time. 

5. PRINCIPAL’S REPORT (Tara Z.) 

Health and Safety Updates 

Tara Z. acknowledged that there’s been lots in the media around increased numbers and awareness. 

There’s more anxiety in the province and the Lower Mainland with travel restrictions with American 

Thanksgiving and Christmas coming up. She would like to let everyone know that although there was 

news in the media regarding the Langley School District, there is nothing at all yet for West Vancouver 

School District or from any other Lower Mainland school. Tara Z. said they are continuing to follow all the 

safety protocols. West Vancouver and the North Shore in general are doing a fantastic job of that. The 

news from Langley this morning means that parents should be prepared for anything. Tara Z. wanted to 

let parents it is business as usual unless we hear otherwise. Recently, she was asked about the humidity 



levels in the classrooms. A parent who has a background in this area inquired of Tara Z. to have classroom 

humidity levels at PJ tested. She asked the facilities department and immediately had a company come 

test all the classrooms. The humidity levels at PJ fall well within the recommended optimal health 

conditions during COVID. Multiple rooms were tested at multiple locations; each in approximately one to 

one and a half meters from the floor using a hygrometer. It was important to note, particularly on that day 

that the outdoor temperature was low and therefore the heating system was very active in the building 

that morning. Every single one of the rooms is between 40 to 60% “RH” which is the optimum range. All 

of the classrooms that were tested, which was most of them in the building, were all between 52 and a 

half, 53, and 59. PJ is well within that range (at the higher range) of being perfect with humidity levels. 

About three weeks ago, facilities ordered two powerful and expensive air circulators for the two 

portables because temperatures can vary and the portables are smaller spaces. The air circulators have 

different levels and have been working well. The teachers have been briefed on how to use them. Tara Z. 

thought parents would be interested to know that these were some of the big ticket items that have been 

implemented by West Vancouver at PJ. 

 

TTP Updates 

Superintendent Chris Kennedy sent out some information on November 16th regarding elementary TTP. 

61 families returned to in person instruction as of November 18th, leaving only 266 students total out of 

almost 8000 students in West Vancouver that are still learning from home. Most of those students have 

chronic health issues and a lot of them have IEP’s. They're working specifically with home school teams in 

order to meet those students’ needs. Three students returned to PJ and they're doing great. Parents are 

happy and the students are thrilled to be back with friends and back in the school environment. There 

was a push in the media and on the North Shore by families hoping to extend that TTP past the January 4 

date. The district listened, did a big survey and the date has been extended to March 12th, 2021. If 

families are extending to that date then they need to be in touch with Tara Z. and the TTP Vice Principals 

by February 1st in order to maintain their spot. Otherwise, PJ can guarantee them a spot for this year but 

not for the following year. Tara Z. will be working with those TTP families and the TTP district team in 

order to ensure that those families are aware of the information they need to maintain their spot for next 

year. There are waitlists  for lots of grades for next year, therefore she wants to ensure those spots are 

saved. 

 

Fun Lunch Update 

Today Fun Lunch will be a little bit different. The teachers and students have been briefed. Everyone is 

very grateful to the parent volunteer that will be coming in to help. There are really tight protocols 

around that. Tara Z. met with the teachers to review exactly what is needed to ensure safety is at an 

optimum. The office has also been briefed. Tara Z. thanked Monique S. and Raquel L. for all their hours of 

work. She believes it's going to be smooth and knows the PAC would like to have money for great things. 

She thanked everyone for all the hard work in helping to make that happen. 

 

Grade 7 Graduation and Quebec 

Tara Z. will be reaching out to Grade 7 parents in January in order to put together a graduation committee 

to talk about a possible alternative to Quebec. At this point, it’s not a good time to be having any of these 



conversations because we can't necessarily plan anything other than anything virtual. Hopefully in the 

new year that will change and there will be some creative ideas. Tara Z. said if you are a grade seven 

parent please look for that invite in January so that they can get started. They do want to make it special 

for the grade sevens. The yearbook committee has started and will meet with the Mountain West 

photography representative virtually in January with Tara Z. Mountain West photography will get them 

all set up on the software. 

 

Grade 6/7 Band Showcase 

Tara Z. is not sure yet about the grade six band, but has heard from Mr. Daudlin at Irwin Park that the 

grade sevens are humming along, and that he will definitely provide a link for all parents of grade seven 

band students in December. 

 

Grade K-5 Christmas Concert 

Tara Z. has been hearing the students singing a little bit in the hallways and it's so nice to hear. She has 

always believed there's no better place to be than in elementary school during various holidays, because 

it's new again and happy again for everybody, especially in kindergarten rooms because it's the first for 

them for a lot of things. Grades K-5 students are starting to practice. PJ will be filming on the morning of 

December 10th and then the date that was originally planned at Kay Meek, that unfortunately had to be 

cancelled was December 15th. Thus, December 15th will be the day that the link will be shared with PJ 

families. The concert can be watched within your own family or can be watched at different times and can 

be shared with family members near and far. Tara Z.’s belief is that their job is to bring joy into other 

people’s lives because there's nothing better than hearing children sing at Christmas. The children are all 

excited that they're going to be able to be a part of that and that it will be shared. The dates are December 

10th for filming and the 15th for the link for families. She again thanked the PAC for all their brainstorms 

on this. PJ’s Christmas door decorating competition will be happening and there's already four doors that 

have been started even though she said they could start on December 1 because the kids are so excited. 

The grade four five classrooms came up with better criteria than Tara Z. could have. Each door will be 

judged by a little judging committee based on that criteria. She thanked the PAC for providing the COVID 

friendly hot chocolate for a party; one for the intermediate and one for the primary. 

 

Spirit Committee 

Tara Z. reached out to the Grade threes to see if they'd like to be a part of PJ’s Spirit Committee and the 

Grade threes are excited. PJ’s crazy hair day is this Friday. December spirit day will be pajama day on the 

last day of school December 18th. There will be some awesome ideas for the new year in the bulletin and 

announcements. 

 

6. TREASURER’S REPORT (Melanie M.) 

BUDGET REVIEW 



Monique S. posted the profit loss and balance sheet. Melanie M. (Co-treasurer) said that despite the 

pandemic, PJ has had some fundraising income. She thanked parents for this. Melanie M. explained that 

Fun Lunch revenue was $445 for the one month and there will be more in the future. The Gala that was 

supposed to happen in July shows a refund. The school supplies raised $1500. Spirit wear raised a 

relatively big amount of $4600, but this number is not the net income. Rather, it is the sales expense. More 

sales will show a higher amount, but more expenses will show a lower amount. This year we have $8440 

from B.C. Gaming Grant. To summarize, the PAC has $11,000 for gross profit. Melanie M. said the PAC 

doesn’t have too many expenses because of the pandemic, only $1000. Profit for this term is $10,000. PAC 

still has $15,000 on the balance sheet, almost $87,000 in the operating account and there is also the GIC 

investments. In total, the PAC has $170,000 which is a big number. Fundraising money includes almost 

$400 in Indigo gift cards and money from Purdy’s Chocolates sales. Melanie M. explained that every penny 

the PAC earns is used for PJ’s students. The money is used for field trips, class books, musicals and sports 

activities. She thanked everybody for their support and thanked Monique S. for organizing so many 

fundraising activities. 

7. Fundraising Initiatives and Events Update (MONIQUE S.) 
Monique S. shared the Fundraising Initiatives and Events document. 

http://www.ecolepjpac.com/fundraising/about-pac-fundraising/ 

Firstly, she thanked all families for supporting PAC initiatives. It is a tricky year to fundraise, but so far PJ 

has had a lot of support. Monique S. explained the various PAC fundraising initiatives and events. 

PJ Spirit Wear has gone home thanks to Sandra B. who did a fantastic job coordinating this, and to Alex C. 

and Steph L. for their help with the sorting. There were a few items that ended up backordered, and 

Sandra B. will get them out to the students as soon as she can. There will be another sale in the spring and 

the aim is to have an online platform ready to order from. 

Purdy’s has wrapped up its sales with a record $9500 in sales and $2400 profit. The coordinator 

volunteer will be receiving the product next week and the chocolates will be sent home with the students 

on Dec 7th. Due to the large size of the order, there may be adjustments to that time line. 

Part of PAC’s fundraising strategy this year is to have some ongoing online fundraisers that can fill in the 

gaps for some of the in-person fundraisers. All of PAC’s active fundraisers can be found on the PAC 

website under “Events and Fundraising”. 

Well Fed delivers healthy and family friendly frozen meals with 15% coming back to PAC. Their 

contactless delivery service is free on the North Shore. There are new menu items every Month, and there 

will be holiday items coming out in December. So far PAC has raised $383. Follow the link on our website 

and order through the École Pauline Johnson Fundraising Page. 

The Indigo Fundraiser gives 15% back on the purchase of electronic gift cards. The electronic gift cards 

can be sent as gifts or used to make any purchases. Currently, this fundraiser has raised $371. Again, easy 

access through PAC’s fundraising page. 

PAC has revived the IGA grocery card fundraiser from a few years back and added Fresh Street Market 

cards. Cards can be loaded with up to $500 with a cashier, then the card is used to pay for the groceries. 



4% of the loaded amount comes back to PAC. Each store has its own card, and can be used at their other 

locations including Whistler. If interested please contact PAC at info@ecolepjpac.com and PAC can 

arrange to give the card at pickup or send it home with the child. 

Fun Lunch is rolling on through December, Wednesday and Thursday. Please remember that students 

must bring their own cutlery. The strategy for delivering lunch to the students has changed allowing PAC 

to no longer pay a Foodie Kids employee to distribute  the meals. This should help revenue from Fun 

Lunch substantially. Foodie kids now brings the meals pre-sorted bags for each division starting this 

afternoon. PAC will see what options are available in the new year. If possible, PAC would like to add a 

different vendor and expand the days Fun Lunch is currently offered. 

Virtual Movie Night is coming up this Friday Nov 27th at 7pm and it will be showing “Little Foot”. It 

seemed appropriate to launch the winter season. Jenny C. has been working hard to organize this. Free 

tickets are available through Eventbrite and there is space for 50 families. Families must register on 

Eventbrite ahead of time until 30 minutes prior to the movie starting. Instructions and links will be sent 

out. The movie is shown through the Telecast app on a PC or MAC. You must have Netflix and a Chrome 

browser to use the Telecast app. Instructions are all on the website. Monique S. recommends 

downloading the app prior. There is a link on the website for technical support, and there will be a couple 

of volunteers responding to questions should there be any issues. 2 volunteers are still needed to help 

with monitoring the children’s chat during the film. Ideally it would be great to post some quiz questions 

on the film and yeti’s. PAC can  help come up with those. The movie volunteer sign up page is 

volunteersignup.org/8DLLM. 

The Stay Safe Course and Babysitting Course is virtual this year on ProD, Jan 29th. This will be held on 

line with a group of PJ students and the instructor. All materials will be mailed out to participants’ homes. 

Registration will be the first two weeks of January with payment online. The courses cost $65 per student. 

If we are not back in school right away, registration can still be launched and the courses held. 

Monique S. acknowledges that it will be quieter than normal this holiday season. Due to the present 

restrictions, constraints on volunteers and items going in and out of the school, it just doesn’t make sense 

to have Santa’s Workshop. As Tara Z. has explained, there are a lot of school organized events and 

activities planned to make the season special. PAC will provide a round of hot chocolate treats (from a 

local café premade and covid safe) to a primary and intermediate class voted the best decorated door. 

PJ Kindergartners are taking part in the Dundarave Festival of Lights which is also a donation. 

Melanie M. asked whether PAC can help with the cost of the Christmas door decorations. Tara Z. 

answered the teachers have everything they need. As one of the criteria that the grade four fives were 

really keen on was making sure that everyone was being environmentally aware, so they can't use plastic 

unless it's recycled. There may be some things that are asked to be brought from home. The teachers 

know the protocol around that, so no reusable bags. They will be trying to decorate as budget and 

environmentally conscious as possible. 

8. NEW BUSINESS (MONIQUE S.) 
With the ongoing concerns with traffic around the school and last meeting’s suggestion that some sort of 

student education around pedestrian/street safety be created, the PAC thought it would be great to get a 
parent as a Traffic/safety Representative for the school. It would be great to have a point person that 



could brainstorm on this and liaise with PAC and Mme Zielinski on future issues and topics. Monique S. 
noted that there is a $300 grant available through TransLink for student safety related education or 
projects. Additionally, DPAC is also looking for someone to be a School Traffic Advisory Representative 
for the district. Commitment is 4 meetings annually and attending DPAC meetings to report to the DPAC 
group. If anyone is interested in either or both levels of this representation, let PAC know through 
info@ecolepjpac.com. 

Park maintenance (big invasive weed pull) has been cancelled for November. Thanks to the volunteers 

that signed up to help. The plan is to reschedule when restrictions ease. 

9. Guest Speakers from Canadian Parents for French BC and Yukon 

Canadian Parents for French: https://bc-yk.cpf.ca 

Monique S. introduced guest speakers, Robin Holm and Jensen Edwards, from Canadian Parents for 

French (CPF) BC and Yukon division. They were invited to speak to the PAC about how they can support 
families in the French Immersion Program. This year PAC registered for an Organization Membership 
with CPF. 

Robin Holm is a French Immersion graduate from South Kamloops Secondary in Kamloops, BC. She is CPF 

BC & Yukon’s Projects Coordinator, and is responsible for the organization’s events and programming, 

including Concours d’art oratoire, Virtual French Tutoring, Socio-Cultural Grants, and more. 

Jensen Edwards is a French immersion graduate from Earl Marriott Secondary in Surrey, B.C. He’s 

completed a bachelor’s in French literature and a Master’s in journalism. Jensen is CPF BC & Yukon’s 

digital coordinator. He’s responsible for the organization’s website and the resources that appear on it as 

well as CPF BC & Yukon’s social media and member communications. 

Robin H. gave an overview of what resources CPF offers to members and what they do as an organization. 

She explained CPF’s mission statement is that they are a national network of volunteers which values 

French as an integral part of Canada, which is dedicated to the promotion and creation of French second 

language learning opportunities for young Canadians. CPF was founded in 1977 by English speaking 

parents as a volunteer based advocacy group, and the BC and Yukon branch was founded in 1978. CPF has 

evolved over the years into a proactive national network with 11 branch offices, and about 150 chapters 

and communities coast to coast. The core of the organization is driven by parents and caregivers. It 

continues to be led by volunteers, and is driven by parents to focus on bettering educational 

opportunities for young people in Canada. The four core pillars of the organization are as follows: 

1. Universal Access: Every student in Canada who wants to, can have  the opportunity to learn French and 

access French as a second language programs. 

2. Effective Programs: They advocate for effective programs that have high quality French education 

available to everyone in Canada. 

3. Recognized Proficiency Levels. 

4. Accountability for Student Achievement: They advocate for accountability for student achievement that 

governments are accountable for reporting on the achievements of students in French 



CPF focuses on promoting French, especially for young people and provide extracurricular programming 

through a lot of different ways. They fund socio-cultural events in French and communities. They run 

Concours d’art oratoire program that many might have heard of. They fund and support winter Carnaval 

in school, especially during French immersion celebration week in February of every year. They support 

quality of education, and transparent governance around FSL policy. They initiate research to help 

answer parent and educator questions about FSL. 

CPF is a nationwide network of committed volunteers, structured with the members at the core. Many 

school districts have chapters. West Vancouver does not have a chapter currently, but there are always 

resources for chapter formation. However, there's still lots of things that CPF offers to members if there 

isn’t a chapter in their community. 

CBF is a three tiered organization because decisions about FSL take place at three levels; at the federal 

government which is where CPF’s national office advocates, at the provincial and territorial governments 

which is where our branches advocate, and then at the local school board level, which is where our 

chapters advocate. Today, they form a coherent network that reaches into communities, large and small, 

in every corner of the country, allowing members to more effectively work together to promote and 

support French second language learning. 

Chapters’ Roles: 

Chapters have to have six or more voting members, and the chapter acts as the eyes and ears on the 

ground of a specific district. They organize activities, they advocate for issues of their district level, they 

educate people on French immersion, or French second language opportunities. They also monitor the 

use of French funds in their school district. There are approximately 150 chapters across Canada, which is 

an impressive feat that CPF is proud of. Reasons to form a chapter include the socio-cultural grant funding 

that is administered every year from the BC Ministry of Education. The goal of this funding is to provide 

students socio-cultural opportunities to learn and use. Approximately $65,000 a year is available to 

chapters across BC to put on events which funds up to 50% of the costs. It’s a great way to bring French 

events to communities looking for help with fundraising. All CPF chapters in good standing are eligible to 

apply for socio-cultural grants. An additional reason to be a chapter is that they all receive membership 

rebates. 80% of all fees paid by members go back to the community. Members can be anyone who 

supports French second language. They don't have to be parents and up to two adults per household can 

be voting members. Also, it doesn't cost much to join, especially this year. Right now CPF is offering free 

one year memberships for both individuals and associate member organizations such as schools, school 

districts and PACs, which offers access to programming. CPF has been working hard to innovate new 

programming for members during COVID, on new online resources to help parents support their 

children's French education at home, such as a new free virtual tutoring French program. Jensen E. will be 

giving a quick tour of this. CPF has been rapidly expanding this new program across the country. It started 

in May in Ontario and Alberta.They have recruited over 400 volunteer tutors across Canada who connect 

with participants, kids between the ages of 6 and 14 to provide increased French access time. They can 

help with homework, reading, book clubs and conversation clubs with multiple kids and for members. It 

is completely free. However, because it is free, there is a waitlist.Their second semester will be starting in 

mid January and they'll be sharing how to sign up on social media and in all of the membership 

communications soon. They received a lot of really good feedback for the program. It’s not necessarily 

academic tutoring as in something that you would pay for to improve the kids’ grades, but it lets them 

have conversations in French, play fun games and builds confidence speaking French as a second 



language. A free virtual holiday magic show will be coming up in mid December. Schools can sign up if 

they're interested. It will be available both live streamed and pre-recorded in French and English. Last 

thing Robin H. would like to highlight is this past spring. As I mentioned, CPF puts on the Concours d’art 

oratoire and has been putting it on for over 30 years in-person. The French public speaking contest did 

not work this past May, so they quickly adapted to a virtual video contest. They had over 900 submissions 

from kids all across the country. This was spearheaded by the BC branch and all of the CPF branches 

across the country joined in. They’ll be doing something like that again this upcoming spring. 

Jensen E. introduced himself. He graduated from a French immersion program in BC in 2012. He did an 

undergraduate degree in French and a journalism degree after that. He now lives in Montreal and said 

since he moved to Montreal his French has greatly improved. The tutoring program may not be directly 

focused on developing students’ academic work but gives them extra hours of French language 

opportunity. In his opinion, it helps to become more confident with vocabulary. 

Jensen E. had to leave the meeting for a few minutes and re-enter to share his screen. In the meantime, 

Tara Z. had a few comments for Robin H. 

Tara Z. believes that parents at PJ would find some extra resources in French very helpful, especially with 

PJ French immersion families that don't speak French at home. Each year PJ celebrates Carnaval and 

students do crepe day, a visit from the maple man, skating with Bonhomme. There's a lot that the 

students will be missing out on this year. Exploring some of the virtual options, or maybe connecting with 

something going on in Quebec, or any other great ideas PJ would be excited to partake in to keep the spirit 

alive. 

Jensen E. re-joined the meeting and went through a few web pages on what’s offered to CPF members 

themselves and what's offered publicly. That will change in the next few weeks to go behind a 

membership “wall” on the website. CPF offers a collection of student resources. Currently, every quarter 

is broken down into reading resources,music and games. CPF is a kind of hub for resources. This is public 

information available to anyone but as a member you get this delivered to your inbox, four times a year. 

They have a list broken down by themes in terms of teaching supports and areas that students might be 

interested in, whether it's culture and history, entertainment or vocab and grammar. As a member, 

students had access to Concours d’art oratoire in pre COVID times. They are now Concours Virtuel. Over 

1000 students from across Canada participated in it this year. They submitted a short video explaining 

how they were dealing with the early days of COVID-19 and school shutdowns. Their videos were judged. 

Winners won cash prizes and were also entered into a draw prize. Moving forward the school will have to 

be a CPF AMO member, such as the PAC is right now. For 2020 and 2021 this is a free membership. Also, 

should a West Vancouver CPF chapter form, more funding for things such as Carnaval would be available 

through socio-cultural grants. 

Some creative ways that chapters spend their socio-cultural money and get kids engaged beyond the 

classroom: 

1. CPF South Caribou has started a conversation club, similar to the online tutoring program where 

students meet virtually.  CPF’s online tutoring program is at the moment oversubscribed, but they are 

working on recruiting more tutors. Therefore, this is a great separate resource to offer local students. 

2. In early October, the Saanich chapter were able to bring someone into the gym and do a physically 

distanced drumming program with their French cohort. Such an activity might not be possible now. Also 



in pre COVID times, the Saanich chapter brought someone into the school and had French cooking classes. 

The cooking classes were taught in French and the recipes were in French. 

3. The Langley chapter traditionally goes to Fort Langley National Historic Site for a voyager experience. 

Jensen E. suggests that depending on the condition on the coast mountains, either Cypress, Seymour or 

Grouse Mountains might be a possibility as an accessible field trip for students in West Vancouver. 

In Jensen E.’s opinion, the North Vancouver chapter is a very effective chapter. They bring in French 

movie days with a French film festival and put on other programs for their students. Starting December 

1st, CPF is introducing the newest renovation of their website. Instead of a resources section, they’ll have 

basic resources that are freely accessible but anything that CPF creates will be behind a membership 

“wall”. People will have to log in as a member to have access. West Vancouver's enrollment numbers have 

been pretty stable for the past 10 years or so between 900 and 1000. But, for example CPF South caribou 

has used their chapter voice to actively recruit teachers to their school district, which they have been in 

desperate need. Having that unified voice with a provincial and a national organization backing them 

helps them bring in qualified educators to their districts. 

Robin H. believes there is a Bowen Island chapter that is fairly new, but they are also in the same school 

district as West Vancouver. She said if PJ is interested, she could connect PJ with them. 

Monique S. asked how do people within the PJ PAC access the resources? Will there be a group login or 

would people need individual memberships? Robin H. believes PJ will be able to use a group login, but 

will confirm that with CPF National and get back to the school. 

Melanie M. asked what will the membership fee rate be after 2021? Robin H. advised that the individual 

membership is $25 a year or $60 for three years. She believes AMO membership is $60 a year or $150 for 

three years. Free AMO membership is until March 2021. 

Monique S. asked if there was a launch or sign up date for the French tutoring because things fill up really 

quickly. Robin H. advised there isn’t a firm date yet, but will announce it soon to all members and on 

social media. They put out an email and social media posts last time for the first round of tutoring sign 

ups about a week before the launch. CPF asked people to send their emails and they’d be the first to know 

when it opens. 

10. QUESTIONS AND COMMENTS (MONIQUE S.) 
None at this time. 

11. ADJOURNMENT (MONIQUE S.) 

Monique S. thanked the attendees for taking time out of their day to join the PAC meeting and advised this 

is the last meeting of 2020. The next meeting is Jan 13th, 2021. Tara Z. will be talking about Framework 

for Enhancing Student Learning, which is around developing self-regulation and executive function in our 

students. Additionally, Allison DeBoer from the Early Learning District Team will be speaking about 

Executive Function. Monique S. wished everyone a safe and relaxing December and holiday season. 

Meeting closed at 10:53 am. 


